Abstract-Joint maximum-likelihood (JML) detector may be used in memoryless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems to obtain optimal detection performance. However, JML detector performs an exhaustive search and has prohibitively large decoding complexity. To reduce the complexity of MIMO signal detection, minimum mean-square-error (mmse) linear detector (LD), decision-feedback detector (DFD), group detector, and sphere detector (SD) may be used. In this correspondence, we propose a truncation based detector for low-complexity MIMO signal detection, and give theoretical insight into the design and performance of such a detector. We study bitruncation in detail and present two bitruncation approaches. These approaches have low-complexity, and computer simulation results show that they outperform mmse-LD and mmse-DFD.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, joint maximumlikelihood (JML) detector minimizes the joint error probability. However, its complexity increases exponentially as the number of input bits increases, which is often impractical. To reduce decoding complexity, some efficient detection approaches have been employed, such as linear detector (LD) [1] , channel shortening detector [2] , decisionfeedback detector (DFD) [3] , [4] , sorted DFD [5] , group detector [6] , and sphere detector (SD) [7] , [8] . In this correspondence, we present a new truncation based detector to simplify MIMO signal detection. A truncation detector uses a linear (matrix) transformation to truncate the channel into an L-diagonal matrix as in (2) , and uses a Viterbi algorithm [9] - [11] to detect the signals. Our truncation detector has low complexity.
We organize the correspondence as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe a MIMO system with a truncation based signal detector. In Section III, we compare the complexities of truncation based detector and JML detector. Then in Section IV, we derive truncation criteria in terms of maximizing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and minimizing error probability bounds. As an example, we study bitruncation in detail. Specific bitruncation criteria are investigated in Section V. Based on such truncation criteria, we develop two bitruncation approaches and investigate optimal grouped bitruncation. In Section VI, we present an mmse preprocessing truncation approach to improve detection performance. In Section VII, we present computer simulation results and compare with some known detectors to demonstrate effectiveness of our proposed methods. We conclude the correspondence in Section VIII. II. SYSTEM MODEL Let Q denote a symbol constellation. A memoryless m-input and n-output channel with a truncation detector is described in Fig. 1 T is the noise vector.
The m channel input symbols are independent and uniformly chosen from the same discrete and complex alphabet set Q. Therefore, input symbols a i (1 i m) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), and with zero-mean and unit-variance. We assume that the m columns of H are linearly independent, which means that there are at least as many outputs as inputs (m n). As usual, we assume that the noise is white (circular complex) Gaussian so that the real and imaginary components of z are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian with variance N 0 =2. In addition, we assume that the transmitter does not know H, but the receiver has perfect channel knowledge.
We desire to find a linear truncator C such that B = CH is an L-diagonal matrix as in (2) , shown at the bottom of the page, where B = (Bi;j )m2m and C = (Ci;j )m2n. Such a matrix C always exists if the columns of H are linearly independent. For the sake of low complexity, we are interested in L that is much smaller than m. We call such truncation bitruncation if L = 2 and tritruncation if L = 3. After applying the truncator C, the output becomes r = p E s Ba +z Note thatz is usually not white any more, but it is still Gaussian and with zero-mean and autocorrelation matrix The complexity of L-truncation based detector is much lower than that of JML detector when L is small and the number of antennas is large. For bitruncation with 4-QAM, if a system has four transmit antennas and four receive antennas, then bitruncation detector carries out 480 multiplications while JML detector performs 5120 multiplications. For tritruncation with 4-QAM, if a system has eight transmit antennas and eight receive antennas, then tritruncation detector carries out 18944 multiplications and JML detector performs 4718592 multiplications.
Note that when L = 2, bitruncation detector has quadratic complexity. A closed-form expression for the expected complexity of sphere detector has been obtained [12] , it shows that for a wide range of noise variances, if the unknown signal vector a in model (1) is comprised of integers, then the expected complexity of sphere detector is cubic. Hence, bitruncation detector has lower complexity than sphere detector.
IV. TRUNCATION CRITERIA
In this section, we investigate truncation criteria that aim to minimizing error probability bounds or maximizing the average SNR.
A. Maximum of Average SNR
Under the assumptions that z and a are i.i.d., with zero-mean, and variance N 0 and 1, respectively, the average SNR of (3) 
and this equality holds if and only if C 2 = 0. From (5) and (8), we obtain the following Theorem. 
with equality if and only if C = (BV 3 D 01 ; 0)U (10) that is C 2 = 0.
From Theorem 4.1, we conclude that a good approach to maximizing SNR is, therefore, to minimize tr(BXB 3 ) while fixing tr(BB 3 ) and setting C 2 = 0.
B. Error Probability Analysis
If a signal r is detected by JML detector from (1), then the pairwise error probability of transmitting a = (a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a m ) and decoding in favor of e = (e1; e2; . . . ; em) is well approximated [13] , [14] by
Pa!e exp 0jHa 0 Hej 2 E s 4N 0 :
In our scheme, a truncation detector and the Viterbi algorithm are used to detect the signals from (3). Based on the approach presented in [13] , we now derive an upper bound on the error probability by using Markov's inequality [15] . The pairwise error probability is (14) Recall thatz = Cz = (z 1 ;z 2 ; . . . ;z m ) T and C = (C i;j ) m2n . Hence
where =(1 ) stands for the imaginary part of a complex number. Under the assumption that the real and imaginary components of z are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian with variance N0=2, the variance of <( 
Note that for any real number t, the characteristic function of a Gaussian random variable Y with zero-mean and variance 
Optimizing (16) 
In this section, we focus on bitruncation. We shall first establish criteria for bitruncation, then develop two approaches and investigate optimal grouped bitruncation.
A. Bitruncation Criteria
For visual simplicity, we write the truncation matrix in (2) for bitruncation as in the following: At high SNR, when a is transmitted, and the receiver decodes to e, usually at most one bit is detected wrong, that is, a and e differ in at most one bit. The bound in (17) allows us to derive an upper bound on the bit error probability, based on which bitruncation design criteria will be derived. Suppose a and e differ in only one bit, and assume a l 6 = e l for some l(1 l m). Then has only two nonzero components with equality if and only if C2 = 0-this is consistent with our maximum average SNR approach. Hence, throughout the rest of the correspondence, we set C 2 = 0. As a result, CC 3 = BXB 3 .
Thus, in the case when a and e differ only in the lth bit, the pairwise symbol error probability becomes the lth bit error probability and is bounded by 
The probability that any single bit decision is incorrect will be dominated by the largest bit error probability, or equivalently by . Hence, we conclude that an optimal choice of B should maximize 
It is nontrivial to find an optimal solution B to (22). However, from the upper bound on the error probability, we see that since tr(BB 3 ) is fixed, if for some i(1 i m); jd i j or jc i j is too small, then there must exist some other k 6 = i, such that jd k j or jc k j is large and as a result, (22) could not be maximized. Therefore, jd i j; jc i j; 1 i m,
should be approximately equal. We thus propose the following criteria for designing a bitruncation matrix B.
• jd i j; jc i j; 1 i m, are approximately equal.
• Minimize tr(BXB 3 ) while fixing tr(BB 3 ).
A good strategy is to choose B so as to balance these two criteria. For convenience, let x i;j denote the entry of X in the ith row and jth column. We formalize the bitruncation problem as follows: Find bidiagonal matrix B to minimize For technical convenience, we set tr(BB 3 ) = m, where m is the number of transmit antennas. Note that once B is selected, C is determined by (7) with C 2 = 0.
B. Two Bitruncation Approaches
In this section, two bitruncation approaches are introduced. It seems unrealistic to find a closed-form solution for B, so we attempt to find a numerical solution. Since Re(dic 3 i xi;j ) 0jdijjcijjxi;jj, we have
(jd i j 2 x i;i + jc i j 2 x i+1;i+1 0 2jd i jjc i jjx i;i+1 j):
The equality in (24) Using Lagrange multiplier, it can be shown easily that there is no interior critical point, which implies that the minimum of (26) is achieved on the boundary where jdij or jcij is 0 for some i. Hence, we take the following alternative approach. The bitruncation matrix B given by (28) and (29) However, SNR is not the unique factor that affects the performance of a detector. If is small, then all jdij's and jcij's (i 6 = i0) are very small, which amounts to deep fading in m01 subchannels. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the SNR and the fading. From the error probability derivation (22), such truncation matrix B for small need not provide the best performance even though it maximizes the SNR.
Next, we consider both SNR and the fading in search of a b-truncation matrix B. Notice that (26) may be written as 
Clearly this matrix B is very easy to compute and implement. We call this truncation approach bitruncation II. The simulation results show that bitruncation II achieves a good balance between the two design criteria we proposed in Section V-A.
C. Grouping of Bitruncation
Up to this point, we have assumed that the bitruncation matrix B is a bidiagonal matrix, which allows the Viterbi algorithm to detect the symbols in the natural grouping Hence, E(vv 3 ) = N0I, but it contains a signal dependent term. However we can assume v to be independent and white Gaussian noise and design the linear truncator on the model
The motivation is that if consider the special case of linear truncation with L = 1 (i.e., where B is a diagonal matrix) then with original model (1) the truncation based detector reduces to the decorre- lator, whereas with the modified model (33) (where C is designed for the matrix S), the truncation based detector is equivalent to the linear mmse detector which has better performance. Intuitively even for larger values such as L = 2 and L = 3, the truncation detector may yield better performance with (33).
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of bitruncation with mmse-LD and mmse-DFD for memoryless MIMO systems. Instead of specializing to a particular channel matrix, we will average the performance over one million to ten million randomly generated Rayleigh fading channels. All transmit signals are chosen uniformly and independently from 4-QAM alphabet. The performance of bitruncation detection is obtained by the Viterbi algorithm.
In Fig. 3 , a system with three transmit antennas and three receive antennas is simulated. We first simulate an arbitrary bitruncation detector. In this arbitrary bitruncation method, each nonzero entry of the corresponding bitruncation matrix B in (18) is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and unit variance. We see that there is a significant gap in bit error probability (BER) performance between the arbitrary bitruncation and bitruncations I and II we derived in Section V-B. Also, bitruncation II outperforms bitruncation I ( = 1), the main reason is that bitruncation I may result in deep fading, while bitruncation II provides a good balance between SNR and fading. All of these highlight the gains that a properly designed bitruncation method may yield. Moreover, both bitruncation I and bitruncation II outperform mmse-LD and sorted mmse-DFD at high SNR.
A 4 2 4 system is simulated in Fig. 4 , the simulation results indicate that bitruncation II and optimal grouped bitruncation II both outperform sorted mmse-DFD at high SNR. In Fig. 5 we simulate an 8 2 8 system, we notice that bitruncation II provides much better performance than mmse-DFD at high SNR, and truncation with mmse preprocessing improves the performance as predicted. However, sorted mmse-DFD outperforms optimal grouped bitruncation II. This suggests that when dealing with systems with a large number of antennas, one need consider L-truncation for relatively large L.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a channel truncation based detector for low-complexity MIMO signal detection, and conducted theoretical analysis which gives insight into the design and performance of such detectors. We studied bitruncation in detail. Two bitruncation approaches were presented, and the simulation results indicate that they outperform mmse-LD and sorted mmse-DFD for systems equipped with a small number of antennas. In particular, the average BER of bitruncations I and II decreases dramatically as SNR increases. According to the simulation results, bitruncation detector exploits some of the available diversity compared to the mmse algorithm. It is worth mentioning that truncation based detector has two advantages compared to other complexity reduced detector: we can control the complexity and performance by choosing an appropriate L, and we can use a simple Viterbi algorithm for decoding. Hence, truncation based detector is a good potential scheme for MIMO signal detection.
